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(R6) 17:35 ASCOT, 1m 3f 211y 

King George V Stakes (Handicap) (Class 2) (3YO only) 

No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (19) 4155-1 DUBHE 55 
b c Dubawi - Great Heavens

3 9 - 7 James Doyle
C Appleby

99

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white cap
Timeform says: Well-made colt with superb pedigree who is only just beginning to fulfil big
potential, ready winner (Communique behind) at Sandown in April and very much the type to
benefit from this trip.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

2 (11) 1-12 CROSS COUNTER 14 
b g Teofilo - Waitress

3 9 - 6 W Buick
C Appleby

98

Jockey Colours: Royal blue
Timeform says: Improved a chunk to make it 2 from 2 in 6-runner minor event at
Wolverhampton (9.5f) in January. Bumped into smart prospect at Sandown 2 weeks ago and
could have been let in lightly even off 98.  (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

3 (10) 54-121 DOWNDRAFT (IRE) 19 
b c Camelot - Cinnamon Rose

3 9 - 4 D O'Brien
Joseph P O'Brien

96

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, gold hoops, white sleeves, white cap, dark blue star
Timeform says: Firmly on the up this year, 2 from 3 and justifying good support to land a
valuable prize at Navan. Scope to keep progressing based on pedigree.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

4 (18) 22-321 COMMUNIQUE (IRE) 33 
ch c Casamento - Midnight Line

3 9 - 1 S De Sousa
M Johnston

93

Jockey Colours: Silver, tassel on cap
Timeform says: Seemed suited by firmer ground when finding plenty to win at Newbury last
month and, with lots more scope based on breeding and physique, should go well if De
Sousa can get h across from stall 18.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

5 (21) 241-236 DUKHAN 33 
br g Teofilo - Vedela

3 9 - 1 James McDonald
Hugo Palmer

93

Jockey Colours: Silver, gold braid, maroon cap, gold tassel
Timeform says: Ended 2-y-o campaign on a winning note and respectable showings in
competitive 1¼m Newmarket/Newbury handicaps this season. More exposed than some and
has the worst of the draw, though.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

6 (9) 06-216 BILLY RAY 27 D 
b c Sixties Icon - Fiumicino

3 9 - 1 Charles Bishop
M R Channon

93

Jockey Colours: Black and emerald green stripes
Timeform says: Clearly improving this year, off the mark at Salisbury, but his seemingly
marked step up in a listed race at Goodwood last time is probably flattering, so he's up
against it off 93 here.  (Forecast 41.00)

Notes: 

7 (13) 63-213 LUCIUS TIBERIUS (IRE) 14 
b c Camelot - Keegsquaw

3 9 - 1 R L Moore
A P O'Brien

93

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, orange disc, striped sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Off the mark in maiden at The Curragh last month, then stepped forward
again when third in listed race at Leopardstown. Needs further progress but has to be
respected based on connections.  (Forecast 21.00)

Notes: 
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8 (1) 142-27 LISHEEN CASTLE (IRE) 19 
b c Most Improved - Mafaaza

3 9 - 0v1 D Tudhope
J J Quinn

92

Jockey Colours: Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold tassel
Timeform says: Progressive last year, but disappointing so far this term and totally unproven
away from testing ground, so easy to oppose despite handy draw.  (Forecast 126.00)

Notes: 

9 (20) 3122-81 BAILEYS EXCELERATE (FR) 26 D 
gr c Excelebration - Cruel Sea

3 9 - 0 Lewis Edmunds (3)
M Johnston

92

Jockey Colours: Yellow, dark green stripe, striped sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: Had seemed exposed prior to tackling this trip at Haydock last time,
stepping forward in no uncertain terms and impressing with the amount he found for
pressure, so probably more still to come.  (Forecast 21.00)

Notes: 

10
(14)

225-221 MAKING MIRACLES 31 D 
b g Pivotal - Field Of Miracles

3 8 - 13 R Kingscote
M Johnston

91

Jockey Colours: Orange, yellow star, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, royal blue cap, yellow star
Timeform says: Pulled 6 lengths clear of third when narrowly denied by stablemate Baghdad
in 12f York handicap last month and had no trouble going one better from same mark next
time. One to be interested in.  (Forecast 19.00)

Notes: 

11 (7) 962-21 FIRST ELEVEN 34 
b c Frankel - Zenda

3 8 - 13t1 L Dettori
J H M Gosden

91

Jockey Colours: Green, pink sash and cap, white sleeves
Timeform says: Well-bred colt who seemed to benefit from better ground when running out
a smooth winner of a Newbury handicap last month. Tongue tied, he's a big player with
further progress on the card.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

12
(16)

5041-31 BAGHDAD (FR) 34 D 
b c Frankel - Funny Girl

3 8 - 12 Andrea Atzeni
M Johnston

90

Jockey Colours: Maroon, white stars, striped sleeves, maroon cap
Timeform says: Came in for good support and showed plenty of tenacity when holding off
Making Miracles (subsequent winner) in competitive York handicap last month and should
give another bold showing.  (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

13 (3) 33-1 CASSINI (IRE) 17 
b c Galileo - Chrysanthemum

3 8 - 12t R Havlin
J H M Gosden

90

Jockey Colours: Orange, light blue and grey hooped sleeves
Timeform says: Galileo colt who unsurprisingly improved for the extra emphasis on stamina
when off the mark at Windsor on return. More to come now up another 2f in trip and ideally
drawn.  (Forecast 19.00)

Notes: 

14
(15)

31-2 ELEGIAC 13 
b c Farhh - Lamentation

3 8 - 11 David Egan
M Johnston

89

Jockey Colours: Red, beige armlets
Timeform says: Off the mark at Newcastle last term and rather unfortunate not to make a
winning return at Wolverhampton on return. Interesting handicapping debutant upped
markedly in trip.  (Forecast 19.00)

Notes: 

15 (4) 31-241 LUCKY DEAL 13 
ch c Mastercraftsman - Barter

3 8 - 10 J Fanning
M Johnston

88

Jockey Colours: Purple, gold chevron hoop, red, purple and gold hooped sleeves, purple cap gold
stars
Timeform says: Promising sort who has seemed unsuited by steady gallops so far this
season, doing well to get his head in front despite the circumstances at Carlisle. This
scenario will suit much better.  (Forecast 23.00)

Notes: 

16
(12)

42-231 CORGI 14 
b c So You Think - Ermyn Express

3 8 - 10 Jim Crowley
H Morrison

88
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Jockey Colours: Purple and white diamonds, purple sleeves
Timeform says: Rangy colt who showed plenty of promise (second behind subsequent
Chester Vase winner Young Rascal) at Newbury on return prior to getting off the mark at
Sandown a fortnight ago, so worth considering.  (Forecast 23.00)

Notes: 

17 (8) 1-63 OCCUPY (USA) 41 
b c Declaration Of War - Circumstances

3 8 - 10 Harry Bentley
R M Beckett

88

Jockey Colours: Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap
Timeform says: Kempton maiden winner last year who shaped nicely in third at Nottingham
last month and has scope for further progress now stepping up in trip. Not ruled out.
(Forecast 26.00)

Notes: 

18 (2) 1187 PERFECT ILLUSION 27 D 
b c Nathaniel - Chicita Banana

3 8 - 10 Rob Hornby
A M Balding

88

Jockey Colours: Maroon, beige star and sleeves, beige cap, maroon stars
Timeform says: Posted fairly-useful form in landing a couple of 1½m minor events at
Lingfield earlier this year. However, has struggled up in grade on turf and doesn't obviously
have anything in hand from this mark.  (Forecast 41.00)

Notes: 

19 (6) 32-215 HE'S AMAZING (IRE) 33 
b g Fastnet Rock - Kahyasi Moll

3 8 - 9 David Probert
C G Cox

87

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves
Timeform says: Successful handicap bow at Newmarket in May and, while only mid-field at
Newbury 13 days later, he looked in need of this step up in distance, so could yet do better
still.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

20
(17)

5D1-81 MR RECKLESS (IRE) 47 
gr c Reckless Abandon - Zarabaya

3 8 - 9 Reserve 1
J A Osborne

87

Jockey Colours: Purple and light blue stripes, purple sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Wolverhampton maiden winner last year who resumed progress when
getting his head back in front at Wetherby last month. Draw not ideal but capable of further
improvement at this trip.  (Forecast 499.00)

Notes: 

21 (5) 212187 TECHNOLOGICAL 40 D 
gr c Universal - Qeethaara

3 8 - 7 Reserve 2
G G Margarson

85

Jockey Colours: Yellow, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, dark blue star
Timeform says: Winner over this trip on AW here in April but no promise back on turf the last
twice.  (Forecast 500.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: DUBHE is bred to be a Group horse and has done more than enough to this
point to suggest he'll get to that level before the end of the season, so he's worth chancing even off top
weight in what is usually one of the strongest middle-distance handicaps of the season. Mark Johnston
is well represented once again, with Baghdad and Lucky Deal the pick of his sextet.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: DUBHE (1) 
2: BAGHDAD (12) 
3: LUCKY DEAL (15)


